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Opposition to TSMV Current Plans

colin johnson  Sat 2021-03-13 2:26 PM

To: Council <council@canmore.ca>

Dear Members of Canmore Town Council:

I am writing to voice my opposition to the extensive development planned according to the Three Sisters Village Area Structure Plans.  Although I
am concerned about placing a lot of residential development on the severely undermined lands, after listening an expert like Gerry Stephenson,
we bought in the peaks of Grassi rather than the undermined Three Sisters area

Standing on top of Pigeon Mountain and looking down from Skogan Pass and the Wind Valley into the Bow Valley, you realize just what a
challenge it is for our threatened wildlife species like grizzly bears, wolves and cougars to navigate their way through the Town of Canmore, which
is stretching up both sides of the valley.  Our home in the Peaks of Grassi, backs directly onto the “Long Valley Wildlife Corridor.”  While we we
disappointed at first by losing this area to recreate in, we have abided by the rules. We cannot say that others do the same.  Signs have been
posted indicating the “wildlife corridor” is closed to humans.  Yet we witness humans recreating on the closed land each and every single day.
 Yes….. hiking, mountain biking, fat biking, jogging and letting their off-leash dogs run wild.   So a fence around the proposed new residential
areas will not stop an ever increasing influx of humans and off-leash dogs into the closed-to-humans wildlife corridor.  Signs posted everywhere,
warnings of fines, the distribution of information to households and continuing education by Alberta Parks, the Town of Canmore and Bow Valley
Wildsmart has done nothing to stop the intrusion of humans and their pets into these sensitive areas.  A fence and more signage certainly won’t
stop them.  This is bound to have a major effect on the stressed wildlife populations of the important wildlife species that the Bow Valley is famous
for.   We fear for the future of these animals, especially grizzly bears.   We know the primary purpose of the fence is to keep the wildlife out of the
built up areas.  But that is a very unproven strategy.  

Another bone of contention is that these official “wildlife corridors” are not what the animals want to use, nor what many of them actually use.
 They use the unofficial wildlife corridors…… the hydro line, Quarry Lake and environs,  right along the Bow River on both sides and of course, to
a large extent, the “unfinished golf course."  Before moving to Peaks of Grassi, We lived in Prospect Heights, with our condo backing on to Three
Sisters Parkway.  The tiny strip of land from our back door to the steep embankment of Three Sisters Parkway, all off about 5 metres in width,
 was a very, very active wildlife corridor.  On a weekly basis, elk, deer and coyotes would stream past our back door.   On a less frequent basis,
other wildlife including bears, would wander by.  A neighbour encountered a cougar, not in the official “wildlife corridor” but on the recreational trail,
beside Three Sisters Parkway, on his early morning commute.   Also, the animals would flow throw West Canmore Park on the other side of our
development.  Throwing up more intense development in the valley bottom will be very harmful to wildlife, fence surrounding it or not.

This planning decision will be YOUR legacy.  

Please turn down the current Three Sisters Mountain Village Area Structure Plans in favour of the original plans, which called for much less urban
sprawl and much more room to co-exist with wildlife and give them the intact wildlife corridors, official and unofficial, that are so important to them
and important to so many Canmore residents. We are not against development, but it has to be much less intrusive. Make sure the new plan
guarantees commercial businesses within the area. Finally, let the developers carry more long term insurance against any mine collapses.

Thank you,

Colin Johnson 
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